
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

सेवा परमो धममः - सेवा ें  ािीा ाकवि सीहेा से  

 As a pharmacy institute it is most important thing for us that our outgoing student should 

be a dexterous professed pharmacist. Dexterous means skilful with the practical hands and 

professed means multitalented having or showing exceptional knowledge. Our main 

dictum and thrust area is to develop the best pharmacists from our Institute. We have set 

our vision “To be an academic foundation constantly trailing distinction in the field of 

pharmaceutical education and research, with an aim to provide professionally competent 

pharmacist”. Keeping in line with vision of institute and considering challenges in 

healthcare system the most important tool to face the upcoming challenges is to promote 

research, but we want to make our students an ethical researcher. But while making our 

students excellent in education it’s our prime duty to teach those ethics of life.  The 

institute continuously strives to inculcate social duties and responsibilities amongst the 

faculty and students. Ethics plays a large role in shaping the social behaviour of a person 

in all spheres of life. Compliance with ethics guarantees a person and society a conflict -

free existence and the possibility of development. Social service gives a satisfaction as 

well as thought of selfless efforts.  

Social service also has an important role in various developmental dimensions of nation. 

A successful student with the spirit of social service can play an important role in nation 

building. One has to inculcate the spirit of service in him. This will make the dream of a 

successful family come true. Our life should be devoted to himself and family as well as 

society and nation. Students life should be devoted to his family, society and ultimately 

for his/her country. Here it is important to inculcate the social service & spirit of charity 

in students mind. Being a Hindu Minority Institute following are programs through which 

we have tried to bend our students thought process towards the social service. 

             

 
 
 
 
 
 




